CONSENT FOR THE **COLLECTION OF PERSONAL DATA RELATED TO A SPECIFIC STUDY**

I the undersigned, ................................. (Name and Surname), hereby agree that my personal data, in particular: [Specify the categories of personal data concerned, remove when not collected: Name, family name, email address, role(s)/position, organisation, opinion/reply to thematic questions and/or contacts of potential stakeholders to be interviewed, photographs and/or audio- or video recordings] is collected and processed by the European Labour Authority, Cooperation Support Unit [Name of the team responsible (entity)] directly or by its contractors, for the following study: [Name of the (type of the study/research)].

Done at .............................................. (place) on ............................................. (date)

Signature of participant

CONSENT FOR THE **PUBLICATION OF PERSONAL DATA RELATED TO A SPECIFIC STUDY**

I the undersigned, ................................. (Name and Surname), hereby agree that my [Specify the categories of personal data concerned, remove when not collected:] Name, surname, replies, photographs and/or audio or video recordings related to study [Name of the (type of the study/research)] organised by the European Labour Authority, Cooperation Support Unit (ELA COP Unit) [Name of the team responsible (entity)] are printed in specific reports or published on ELA official websites/Social Media, as part of the communication activities of ELA.

I have read the privacy statement (record reference: DPR-ELA-2022-0041: ELA research activities related to supporting cooperation between Member States) which is attached to the invitation and I give my consent to the collection of my personal data and I am aware that my personal data could be kept for 5 years.

Done at .............................................. (place) on ............................................. (date)

Signature of participant

**Contact information: The Data Controller**

If you would like to exercise your rights under Regulation (EU) 2018/1725, or if you have comments, questions or concerns, or if you would like to submit a complaint regarding the collection and use of your personal data, please feel free to contact the Data Controller, <<the controller should indicate the data controller entity, and (ONLY) functional mailbox>> or the ELA Data Protection Officer at data-protection@ela.europa.eu.